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STEAMlab Mayor’s Challenge 
Air Quality in Brum  
 
Air quality in the West Midlands is a challenge, as is the case in many urban and even sub-urban settings across 
the UK and the world. 20th June 2019 is national climate change day and on 21st June STEAMhouse will be 
running a STEAMlab co-create solutions – a collaborative open innovation event to look at the issues of poor 
air quality across the region and jointly develop ideas and potential solutions to tackle those problems. 

 
What’s the Problem…? 
 
The problem is…  
Poor air quality in many areas of the West Midlands are having an adverse effect on the health and quality of 
life of residents. 
 

What does this mean in practice? 
 
Aside from affecting perceptions of the environment around us, poor air quality has a wide range of negative 
effects, most specifically on the health and wellbeing of the local population. Poor air quality has social, 
environmental and economic impacts, be that reduced life-chances, poverty due to ill-health, increased costs 
of healthcare and places and spaces where people don’t wish to spend time. 
 
There are several different ways to looks at this challenge. We can consider the balance between large, top-
down, macro policy-driven initiatives (typically things like large infrastructure changes); and smaller, local, 
bottom-up changes (typically focussed on local community mobilisation of small, cumulative behaviour 
changes). 

 
Where these two approaches overlap is the ‘sweet-spot’ – where local communities are engaged and actively 
seeking larger-scale policy change to enable local changes. 
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The Clean Air, Green Future conference on 20 June will provide time to start developing the themes to tackle 
during the STEAMlab – during the conference, we will start the process of coming up with areas to focus on. 
Some examples of the possible themes that could be explored are summarised below. These provide possible 
routes into the challenge – starting points, from which to explore the possibilities and opportunities. 
 

Energy Generation and Consumption 
Many of the problems with air quality are rooted in energy generation of one kind or another. Be that from 
transport or electricity generation for industry or domestic use. There are two ways of considering this – how 
we can produce cleaner energy and how we can use less energy. In reality, both aspects need to be tackled in 
parallel. Significant shifts in energy generation methods take time and to be at any scale require larger-scale 
changes to critical infrastructure. 
 
Reductions in energy consumption reduce the need to produce energy, so can start to address the root of the 
problem. But equally, we will always require energy to be produced in some way. We can moderate or reduce 
the quantity required, but we also need longer term programmes to ensure that the energy we do produce is 
clean. 
 
Addressing in the short-term both generation and consumption can make inroads into the air quality 
challenges; but longer-term solutions for both are needed of we are to deliver change to air quality at scale 
and that are sustainable.  
 

Getting around Birmingham and the West Midlands 
Large quantities of people and materials moving around has adverse effects on air quality, be that through 
private cars, public transportation or commercial and industrial movements. Mobility and the movement of 
people and materials is therefore a key consideration in reducing air quality. 
 
How do we get from A to B without polluting the air? 
How might we remove the need to travel in the first place? 
How could we move from being “a place for the car” to “a place for the people”? 
 

Data & Insights 
We have much static, historical data on air quality and it’s impacts. However, we have limited or no real-time 
data on air quality, the factors contributing to it nor the impacts it has. 
 
We can establish a passive baseline and passive monitoring systems. However, better data will allow us to 
establish a more solid baseline; improved access to and visibility/use of real-time or near-time data will offer 
opportunities to be more responsive or even pro-active about addressing poor air quality. 
 
How could real-time data enable us to tackle air quality more responsively? 
How could better or more in-depth data allow us to be more proactive about tackling air quality issues? 
 

Behaviours 
Linked to all the above, better use of data could enable targeted behavioural nudging – be that in energy 
consumption or in the options for energy generation and storage. Access to real-time data and analysis offers 
the opportunity of pro-active / on the fly changes to behaviour – for example, responding directly to increases 
or decreases in air quality, in real time. Information and effective communications are key to awareness. 
 
There are two obvious components to this: how we make data accessible and useable in real time and what 
we should/could do to influence behaviour if we had access to real-time data?   
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What will STEAMlab be like? 
Each STEAMlab is a bit different, but the essence is about open working, creativity, innovation – making new 
connections and exploring new collaborations to find and try out new ideas. Working towards solutions to 
genuine, real-world challenges. 
 
You may already have ideas or challenges that you wish to tackle within STEAMlab and we encourage you to 
bring them with you to share with others and develop collaboratively. 
 
Equally, opportunities can appear from unexpected collaborations and people often find themselves getting 
totally immersed in developing a solution that was completely different to what they had expected. 
 
The important thing is to bring an open mind. 

What will be working on? 
We will be working together during STEAMlab to identify the most relevant problems to tackle and explore 
ideas and opportunities. There will be the chance to hear from others, exchange ideas and develop something 
where you think you have something to offer that idea. That might be knowledge, skills, experience or just 
sheer enthusiasm! You can then talk with others and form a team to work on that idea during the event. 

Opportunities for solutions 
A wide range of potential solutions may be suitable to these challenges described above. Solutions might 
involve creating new technology, making different use of existing facilities and/or technology, thinking 
differently about how we work, different business or financial models, creating new processes and different 
ways of working, new collaborations and partnerships, or combining a number of different components 
together. 

How will we choose which ideas will be worked on? 
The world café sessions during the Clean Air, Green Future conference will start the process of exploring 
themes and ideas to bring to the STEAMlab day. But it’s important that people can work on ideas that are as 
interesting and relevant as possible to people during the event. 
 
The specific ideas/problems that will be tackled during this STEAMlab will be decided during the first session 
of the event itself. Everyone will have an opportunity to share with the group the ideas (or challenges) that 
they wish to work on. 
 
We will go through an exercise where we jointly decide which ideas we will form groups around. Please note 
that it is important that you don’t come to STEAMlab with a totally fixed idea about what you want to do – 
you can pitch your ideas but it is ultimately down to the group as to what we will work on during the lab 
itself. 
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Draft Agenda 
 

Approx. Time Hack Day 

09:00 Registration and coffee; networking 

09:30 Introducing the challenge 

10:00 Understanding themes and skills; moving into working groups 

10:20 Ideas exploration and development 

13:00 Lunch 

13:45 Refining ideas, potential solutions, planning a pilot 

15:00 Pitches to share ideas & questions 

16:00 Prizes/feedback 

17:00 Closes 

This event is funded, so we do ask that you are; 
● available for the full duration of the STEAMlab 
● an SME business, enterprise, or sole trader (i.e. employing fewer than 250 FTE people) 
● based within the Greater Birmingham and Solihull LEP region - Birmingham, Solihull, North Worcs and South Staffs.  
● operate in one or more of the following sectors: arts and creative industries, health and life sciences, advanced 

manufacturing, low carbon. 
 
 
 


